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EW Theory – 10 yrs from Higgs-discovery



From EW Model to EW Theory

◼ Discovery of W, Z and Higgs boson at CERN;

◼ Experiments on front of                    

- Precision,

- Energy,

- Statistics;        

◼ Opened questions require:                           

Beyond EW (QCD, DM, DE)                                

Use of artificial inteligence 

Need for a jump in thinking. 



Unification attempt by M. Faraday (1850)

- to relate the gravity to electricity



Unification of electricity and magnetism (Maxwell)

- ended in Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED)



WEAK FORCE: Fermi theory → IVB theory



Road to EW (QED-like) model

◼ In 1964: Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) & Guralnik-
Hagen-Kibble proposed gauge-boson masses trough 
SSB;

◼ In 1967: Weinberg’s EW „Model of leptons”;

◼ In 1970: Glashow, Iliopoulos & Maiani extended   
GWS model to quarks; Physics of flavour becomes 
the flavour of physics;

◼ In 1971: ‘t Hooft & Veltman showed that SSB 
theories are renormalizable



ROLE of CERN: ISR (1971-84)

in discovery of the force mediators



WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENT
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Neutrinos also interact via the Neutral Current. First observed in the Gargamelle

bubble chamber in 1973. Interaction of muon neutrinos produce a final state muon

Cannot be due to W exchange  - first evidence for Z boson



Nobel prize 

in physics 

for 1999.

Renormaliza-

bility boost: 

promotes 

EW model into 

EW theory 

(‘t Hooft & 

Veltman)



Massless fields acquire their masses in 

interaction with the background scalar 

field passing trough SSB (0 -> v)





EW MEASUREMENTS @ LEP (1989-2000)



ELECTRON-POSITRON ANNIHILATION



PRECISELY MEASURED



DIRECT ZWW-VERTEX TEST



REZONANCE SHAPE
& NEUTRINO NUMBER



MEASUREMENT OF F-B ASYMMETRY 
on Z-resonance & interferency with γ



MEASUREMENTS of F-B ASYMMETRIES  
determine the weak-mixing angle:

◼ LEP MEASURES

◼ SLC MEASURES



Global fit to EW precision data







Top mass from
Rb measurement
(LEP,SLD)

Higgs mass from
asymmetry 
measurement



◼ Higgs needed to avoid unitarity violation in 
top quark annihilation into Z’s 



2nd EW MILESTONE – Higgs @ LHC 

Series of CMS & LHC Days in Split



Higgs production @ LHC



Decay modes of SM Higgs



Virtual physcs @ LHC: 
a rare two-photon decay



CM energy of 4-leptons -

91.2 and 125 GeV peaks 



Higgs-boson discovery    

opens new questions:

◼ Huge disparity among SM fermion masses

◼ Lightness of neutrinos

◼ ctuning in the Higgs potential: 

◼ Cosmological constant problem

◼ Higgs naturalness problem

◼ Vacuum stability problem



What happened at the EW phase 

transition in the early universe –

smooth crossover or 1st order PT? 

Depends on Higgs self-interaction, 

to be probed at a future collider!



THEORETICAL PROBLEMS





Summary of known Higgs interactions



Higgs interaction strength vs particle mass



Conclusion
◼ Higgs discovery reveals:                      

- Spin-zero particle

- SSB mechanism that makes W & Z massive,

- and confirmes that it gives masses to 3rd generation 
fermions;        

◼ Return of Yukawa force not deduced  from a symmetry 
principle; 

◼ Naturalness of light Higgs:                           

either new particles are keeping it light,                                

or the universe is fine tuned 

for our existence                                                    


